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Hello Victor,

Please see attached letter in support of Cyn Wang for the Entertainment Commission. 

Thank you,
Oliver

Oliver Truong
mobile: 717-940-7254
mail.truong@gmail.com
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Dear Chair Ronen, Supervisor Mar, and Supervisor Stefani: 
 
My name is Oliver Truong and I am a resident of the Presidio in District 2. This letter is in 
support of Cyn Wang and her appointment to the Entertainment Commission. By reviewing 
Cyn’s resume and community involvement, it is starkly clear that Cyn is qualified to serve as a 
member of the commission. I write this letter to ask you to consider another dimension to Cyn’s 
appointment: representation. 
 
I moved to San Francisco three years ago. When I made my decision to relocate, I was 
incredibly eager and excited because San Francisco was known to be a safe haven for folks like 
me: gay and Asian. I grew up in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Lancaster is best known for 
its Amish farms - a stark contrast to San Francisco. As the gay son of Vietnamese refugees, it 
was a struggle to find community in the place of my birth. 
 
San Francisco gave me that community. In becoming more politically involved locally, I learned 
the history and heritage set by leaders from both the queer and Asian communities. Early in my 
time here, I joined GAPA and felt empowered and embraced by the many queer Asian leaders 
here. Growing up where I did, I never saw leaders and role models who represented my 
community. Living in San Francisco, I see many of them every day.  
 
Cyn is that role model and elevating her to to the Entertainment Commission continues the 
strong heritage of queer Asian leadership in San Francisco.  
 
Sincerely, 
Oliver Truong 
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From: Tyra Fennell
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); RonenStaff (BOS); Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Bennett, Samuel (BOS); Marstaff
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Wright, Edward (BOS); Quan, Daisy (BOS); Young, Victor (BOS)

Subject: Rules Committee Chair Hillary Ronen and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 12:11:07 PM

 

Dear Chair Ronen, Supervisor Mar, and Supervisor Stefani:

My name is Tyra Fennell and I am the founder of Imprint City, an organization hyper-
focused on San Francisco’s District 10 neighborhoods, activating underutilized space 
with arts and culture programming to support the small business community. I am 
writing in support of Cynthia (Cyn) Wang’s appointment to the Entertainment 
Commission.

I first met Cyn through our volunteer work in the community. Cyn has a special 
connection to her neighborhood and specifically small businesses. This is largely due 
to her family's history in the small business community. Cyn is the CFO of her family 
business Wang Insurance, which manages the risk management needs of over 1000 
restaurants and entertainment establishments throughout the state. She also has 
extensive experience in public policy, law, and economic development. 

As an active participant through my work, in the entertainment space, Cyn will be a 
great asset to the San Francisco Entertainment Commission, whose mission is to 
support a thriving entertainment and nightlife culture in San Francisco. As an active 
member in the LGBTQ community, Cyn's perscpetive is also needed when 
empowering San Francisco’s queer nightlife scene. This is where queer people often 
feel safe and seen for the first time; it is struggling to stay alive in the wake of 
COVID19.

I wholeheartedly support Cyn Wang's appointment to the Entertainment Commission. 
If any further clarification is needed, please feel free to contact me. 

-- 
Warmest Regards,

Tyra Fennell
____________________________
Twitter: @TyraF 
Instagram: @tyraimprint
Facebook: CLICK HERE
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